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Presenter Bio of C. Rees Morgan II 

Founder & CEO QubeChain, LLC.  

 

Rees Morgan graduated with a B.S. degree in Computer Engineering followed by graduate 

studies at George Washington University. He began his employment career working for the 

CIA/Logicon in Langley, Virginia followed by Microsoft Corporate in the late 1980s where he 

had 3 careers over his 8 years there.  He first retired with his wife in 1996 just prior to his 

daughter being born followed by his son two years later.  In 1997 he co-founded Hudson 

Morgan Investments, a private equity company, with his partner Arthur Hudson.  Hudson 

Morgan Investments has made considerable investments in technology, real estate holdings, 

high-end home construction, real estate development, residential real estate sales, global 

repair parts distribution, aviation, staffing, sports, and more.  Hudson Morgan Investments 

started QubeChain in 2015, a company focused around the BlockChain ecosystem that is 

currently the leading company focused on Solutions Architecture in the enterprise production 

implementation of business critical blockchain applications.  Mr. Morgan has previously held 

and is currently holding positions on several Board of Directors and Board of Advisors and has 

been the CIO of 2 publicly traded companies.  He is an avid Porsche Club Race driver, Monster 

Truck owner, and a lifelong practice of martial arts.  He has been a sought-after speaker at 

conferences and events for over 30 years. 

Please welcome our presenter tonight Mr. Rees Morgan. 
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Experience 

Rees Morgan has presented technology to audiences of over 500,000 people in the US and 

overseas during his career.  During his Microsoft years, he often gave 6 + technical presentations 

a week, with hundreds in attendance.  He has presented on Wall Street, Fortune 100 corporate 

meetings, industry trade shows, and has moderated and sat on numerous expert panels.  His 

unique style of building slides that tell a story mixed with topical anecdotes make his 

presentations unforgettable. One of his recent presentations, where he gave a BlockChain 

fundamentals technical presentation to over 450 audience members while simultaneously 

giving himself a medical physical, was the subject of an article. 

Topics of his presentations include:  

Blockchain in Healthcare  Blockchain Fundamentals    

Enterprise blockchain Reference Architecture   Blockchain a layer on the  

Blockchain: What executives need to know   

Smart Contracts in Healthcare Blockchain: The Ecosystem             ICO Reward & Loyalty 

How Blockchains can improve IT security  DAO: What is a company.   
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Slides  

Rees Morgan has personally created over 1,000 original slides that he uses during his 

presentations. When references are used they are all properly documented.  His slides tell a 

story that helps the audience understand and remember the topic being presented, and often 

include animation and videos.  A sampling of his slides is presented below.  
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Distributed Healt November 2018 Nashville.  The industries leading blockchain in healthcare conference.  

Mr. Morgan Main Stage.  “Blockchain Technical Hurdles to Production Implementation”        

    

Linda Carr QubeChain COO and Jody Terakawa QubeChain’s Payments Practice Lead pannel on Blockchain 

implementation in enterprise organizations.  
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Mr. Morgan and TripX CEO Michael Culhane at Phocuswright Los Angles Oct 2018, Ft. Myers FL, & Amsterdamn 

presenting on Redesigning Travel Payments using Blockchain.  
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Rees Morgan (left), with VP Healthcare Kang Hsu (center) and consulting practice lead Kurt Kumar (right) on an expert 
panel with QubeChain, LLC.  
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Rees Morgan and Brock Pierce of Blockchain Capital were the two presenters at The UCI 

Innovation Lab “The Cove”, presenting to one of their largest ever audiences.   

 

     
 

 

Rees Morgan spoke to over 175 SoCal Executives at the Executive Next Practices event. SoCal 

Executives have asked him to repeat this presentation at 5 additional major cities this year. 
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Rees Morgan was invited to speak at Stanford Medical school at Healthcare Technology Forum 

2017.  
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eMail: Rees@Qubechain.com  LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/creesmorganii/ 

C. Rees Morgan II, QubeChain, LLC. Founder & CEO  

With a B.S. in Computer Engineering from the University of South Florida, Rees Morgan started his 

professional career working for the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) \ Logicon as a Data Communications 

Specialist.  Acquiring a Top Secret ISSA 15 Year Background with Polygraph clearance, he was central to 

numerous classified projects working with all four directorates of the agency.  He quickly became one the 

industry's leading experts in cluster controllers, front-end processers, LU 6.2, Token Ring, OSI, and general 

data communication later know as Local Area Networks. He was approached to join Microsoft after having 

worked with the most advanced and feature-rich email system in the world at the CIA he joined Microsoft 

Federal as a Systems Analyst in the late 1980s. Rees Morgan was part of a Systems Engineering company-wide 

meeting with 52 others, including Bill Gates and other Microsoft technical leads, aimed at designing the 

foundations of what are today's Microsoft Infrastructure products.  He was assigned to the DoD Army & Air 

Force accounts and traveled extensively to what seemed like every base in the United States, including 

Hawaii and Alaska.  After a few years he lead Microsoft Federal West, requiring him to work as Account 

Manager, Technical Lead, Solutions Provider Rep, and Business Development lead.  After a few years in that 

position he moved to Microsoft Consulting Services as one of the leads building Microsoft's technical 

consulting in the Southeast United States. He retired in 1996 when his daughter was born, purchasing a home 

off the 2nd fairway in the prestigious golf community of Lake Nona Estates in Orlando, FL. He soon realized 

retirement was not for him and began what is now Hudson Morgan Investments around Private Equity Funding 

with his friend Arthur Hudson. Together, they laid the foundation for what would become their Builder Program 

to fund build-to-specification (BTS or “spec”) homes in the highest of communities using the best architects and 

builders.  They soon began building numerous spec homes, Street of Dreams events, and custom home 

building.  That later grew to include purchasing large tracts of land and developing it for residential 

custom home buildings.  The first was Bellanona Grande Estates, a 27 lot community that featured all 1+ acre 

lakefront lots. Hudson Morgan Investments soon added a Real Estate office named Our Town Realty and Title 

Company which became the largest realty office in South East Orlando with over $680,000,000.00 in sales.  At 

the peak of the real estate market he and Art (see below) sold the firm to Century 21.  With the real estate 

market deteriorating quickly, he set out traveling with his wife and 2 children, visiting over 14 different 

countries in a short period. He then was contacted by a close friend he had worked with at Microsoft to help him 

build a division of a Harris Corporation spinoff which became Aviat Networks (NASDAQ: AVNW), the largest 

independent microwave backhaul company in the world.  Anxious to leave Florida, he moved to Raleigh, 

NC.  He soon became the Director of Global Infrastructure and Operations and was asked to join the 

management team headquartered in Santa Clara, CA.  Upon completing an extensive upgrade of most of their 

infrastructure, he retired again.  He quickly resumed his love of Porsche auto racing and while attending the 

Long Beach Grand Prix, he was recruited to join Capital Group, a private multibillion dollar financial 

management company founded in 1929 with over $1.3 trillion under management and 7,500+ employees with 

offices worldwide.  Hudson Morgan Investments incubated QubeChain around the disruptive technology 

Blockchain.  Currently he is the Founder and CEO of QubeChain, LLC.  

 

Board Member of:  
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Hudson Morgan Investments, LLC.    Hudson Morgan Development, LLC.    

Managing Member     Managing Member 

 

SelfTrainer3D, Inc.      Riding Hood Motorsports, LLC 

(3D Position Training Mobile Application)  Owner\Driver\Instructor 

Chief Innovation Officer 

www.SelfTrainer3D.com 

 

Board of Advisory Position 

MembersAir (Jet Ownership)    SunTrust Bank                              

Board and Advisory Position     Region Board Member  

 

Central Florida YMCA     MC2IT (Mission Valley Collage Innovation Center) 

Numerous Board Positions    Founding Board Member 
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QubeChain has several leading blockchain presenters available to speak at your conference or 

event.  Contact Info@QubeChain.com for availability.  
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